
Great  radio-  gives  a
different look for my car

Great car stereo transformed my 2009 Honda Fit into 2020.
Latest Android 10 is key and installation was easy. Highly
recommend. The level of customization one has with tons of
apps compared to other more expensive brands that have limited
connectivity makes this a worth buy for 2020 and beyond. Great
customer service as well.

The screen is vibrant with minimum reflection, installed Sygic
maps that are direct and are turn by turn real time, I can hot
spot phone and get real time updates. The head unit is super
versatile and astatically gorgeous. I had a small user error
and support was supportive communicative and awesome!! love
the  company  and  product.  Installed  in  my  cts  coupe  as  a
floating display…

Everything worked as advertised. This monitor is huge which
makes YouTube videos pop! I recommend this to anybody who
wants a solid android system!
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Fantastic  upgrade  to  stock
radio

I installed this Pumpkin Android 10 single din car stereo on
my 1999 Chevrolet Blazer and I’m surprised how easy it was.
The  touch  screen  is  good,  fairly  responsive  and  stable
mounted. Easy to set up and assemble.

It boots up super fast and I can rotate the screen and I can
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detach the screen so I don’t have to worry about theft to my
1999 blazer and I just put another one in my 2014 Caravan
makes it look like a newer model.

The stereo is very sleek and stylish. We had no issues with
installation and noticed a big difference in sound from the
stock stereo. We’ve downloaded navigation apps, Spotify, and a
few others to customize usage. We even played a video through
Google Movies while using our cell phone as a Hotspot.

The customer service is #1! They are very responsive to all my
questions.

If you’re looking to upgrade your factory radio, check this
unit out. You’ll love it!

Best Pumpkin Customer Service
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The product is as good as advertised. The product is not the
only story behind how amazing was this experience. I lost the
manual after it arrived, I got in contact with the company and
they sent an e-replacement manual right away. After I broke
the faceplate that serves as a trim to the radio. I contacted
them again to see if I could buy another faceplate and they
sent one free of charge. Not only the product is amazing, but
their customer service is superb. I have them as my go to
vendor for other things.
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